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To encourage more local young people to enter, the Campbelltown Arts Centre - which displays the finalists each year - has created a new category. The South West Sydney Award is open to residents ...
Fisher's Ghost Art Award launches new south-west category
By Shazia Anwer Cheema Czech artists have mastered the art of storytelling in such a precious way that they have even introduced new dimensions to the art. Storytelling has also been considered a ...
Museum of Prague Ghosts and Legends: Meeting a Ghost who lives at the corner of the street
Once considered the "French Riviera of Cyprus," the resort locale of Varosha in the city of Famagusta lay abandoned and decaying for decades.
A ghost town in Cyprus that was abandoned in the 1970s has controversially reopened - take a look inside
The intergenerational novel, told in vignettes, is a beautiful exploration of loss, love, and the layers in between.
Debut Novelist Pik-Shuen Fung on Art, Grief, and ‘Ghost Forest’
Critic Harvey Steiman reviews recitals by vocalist Julia Bullock, violinist Stefan Jackiw, cellist Alisa Weilerstein, pianist Inon Barnatan and conductor Nicholas McGegan’s “Baroque Evening” form this ...
REVIEW: From blues to ‘ghosts’ at the Aspen Music Festival
KHNS’ Corinne Smith spoke to Aaron Davidman about his play “Ghost Town Bardo” which examines complex themes of violence, guns and individualism in America through the eyes of a US veteran. KHNS: What ...
New solo show ‘Ghost Town Bardo’ to examine guns, violence and American individualism through the eyes of a US veteran
The pre-order for Ghost of Tsushima Directors Cut is live on the PS store right now but only the PS4 version is available for pre-order at this time.
Ghost of Tsushima Directors Cut is Live on the PS5 But There’s a Catch
A monster by lamarogre The Ghost of Ol' Miner McGee Old Miner Mcgee Was Once A Good And Prosperous Prospector That Is Until One Day When An Earth Quake Struck And Killed Him. He W ...
TSCOSD - Ghost of Ol' Miner McGee
Anna Valdez and Janna Watson use a broad range of bright, striking hues to convey the spectrum of human emotion, identity, and meaning.
Art Bound Podcast, Ep. 13: Pushing the Boundaries of Color
Check out this great listen on Audible.com. Wedding plans for high school teachers Harrison Barrett and Celeste Scott are put on hold after finding a murder victim’s cryptic message scrawled on a ...
Ghosts of Black Diamond
Miko can't detect the ghost presence, but she saw what was dropped by the ghost. She picked it up.... "A dog collar? Is the ghost a pet owner or someth- Aaaargh!" Suddenly, the ghost reappeared behind ...
Ghost of a Pet Owner 2/6
The bundle, which takes inspiration from the Ruination—a magical catastrophe surrounding League’s Ruined King—has a similar look and feel to champions like Thresh, Senna, an ...
VALORANT’s new Ruination bundle teased, includes Phantom, Guardian, Spectre, Ghost, and Blade of the Ruined King
League of Legends ’ Ruined King, Viego, is causing a whole host of trouble across Riot’s many games. The entire thing looks like it’s playing out like a comics event. An Avengers-style team of heroes ...
Excuse me, why is League of Legends’ scariest ghost suddenly sexy?
For a brief moment this morning, I thought Ghost of Tsushima could be coming to PC soon. You might have thought the same if you read one of several reports pointing ...
Ghost of Tsushima dropping the 'Only on PlayStation' badge probably means nothing
Ghost of Tsushima's box art has been edited to remove the 'PlayStation exclusive' label, leading to speculation that it'll be coming to PC. As noted by VGC, PlayStation has recently changed the ...
Ghost of Tsushima box art change leads to PC port speculation
Ghost of Tsushima Director's Cut will debut on PS4 and PS5 consoles on August 20. The new edition of the award-winning game will include the original Ghost of Tsushima game and all of the additional ...
Ghost of Tsushima Director's Cut has an entirely new island and PS5 exclusive features
Ghost of Tsushima has also already received some PS5 optimizations via backwards compatibility that may preclude a full next-gen version, making the PC rumor more likely. The updated box art ...
Ghost of Tsushima Box Art Update Sparks Rumors of a PC Release or Possible PS5 Version
Diddy And T.D. Jakes just announced a brand new religious themed television show will be hitting the airwaves on Revolt!
Diddy And T.D. Jakes Catch The Holy Ghost With New Show
The auto industry has failed the consumer for many years,” says Scott Wallace, cofounder of Florida-based E.C.D. Automotive Design, which builds reimagined and individually tailored Land Rovers.
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